
The forecast for traditional
archery this year is bright
with steady growth.  The

reports we’ve been getting from deal-
ers selling traditional archery sup-
plies, are very optimistic.  Sales for the
traditional suppliers are up, and the
local pro shops are telling us that as
they increase their selection of tradi-
tional gear, they’re seeing more cus-
tomers giving it a try.  The most
encouraging trend seems to be that
compound shooters are interested in
expanding their archery experience.
When purchasing a longbow or a
recurve bow, they’re not abandoning
their compounds; they’re simply
adding traditional bows to their bow
rack.  Jim Belcher, owner of Sky
Archery has a tagline on his website
that says: “Don’t put your compound
down – just pick up a recurve too.”  It’s
working.

When I spoke with John Wert at
TradTech Archery, he explained that
TradTech and Lancaster Archery
believe if you grow all facets of the
sport, everyone wins.  The more the
industry as a whole grows, the bigger
the pie.  That means more pie for

everyone. As far as areas of growth in
traditional archery, John sees the
whole ILF and the more modern
equipment segment as especially
strong.  Not only has he seen com-
pound shooters picking up tradition-
al bows, he has noticed a change in
traditional archers.  He said that
many trad-shooters who at one time
would never consider anything but
all-wood bows and wood arrows are

now embracing the more technologi-
cally advanced traditional gear.
They’re shooting carbon arrows, car-
bon bows, adding plungers to their
set-ups, and expanding their archery
experience to include competitive 3-
D tournaments as well as indoor and
outdoor target archery.  Because of
that, TradTech Archery is expanding
their offering of modern and high-
tech equipment, but at the time of the
interview, they were not ready to
release the details.  We’re all going to
have to stay tuned to find out what’s
next for TradTech and Lancaster
Archery.

Among the stand-out products
on this more modern side of tradi-
tional archery for 2011, is the new 25
inch “Conquest Advantage” ILF riser
from Sky Archery.  When talking with
owner Jim Belcher he explained that
the motivation for the new bow was
mostly pressure from existing cus-
tomers looking for a longer Sky riser.
They liked the Sky 17” well enough,
but wanted the advantage a sweet-
shooting longer riser would give them
for shooting FITA, IBO, and even
bowhunting.

Here’s what Jim had to say,
“Suggestions from original Sky
Shooters brought the Conquest
Advantage to fruition. After buying
Sky, I have fielded many calls asking if
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What’s New in Traditional Archery
Germany’s

Bearpaw
Archery is
now offering
a new choice
in quality
feathers.
They are
available in
the United
States from
Kustom King
Archery, in a
wide array
of colors and
sizes.

The 17” Sky ILF riser has been enhanced
for 2011. Here are three views of that riser
that is compatible with any limbs that use
the ILF mounting system.

The new Sky 25” Advantage Conquest
undergoing testing by owner Jim Belcher.
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we will be getting back into target
archery. Although Sky never left target
archery, we are moving in that direc-
tion with greater dedication. The
Conquest Advantage not only fills the
25 inch FITA shooters needs but,
there is a weight system that replaces
the Mathews Harmonic Stabilizer for
the bare bow shooter, and it will be
available in Lost Camo for the
bowhunter, these features are what
gives it the  Advantage name.”

Sky Archery is aggressively filling
the need for expanding the horizons
of the compound shooter.  Their
upgraded 17 inch aluminum ILF riser
now accepts side scales which are so
prevalent in compound grips these
days.  Side scales help eliminate
torque and they give compound
shooters a recurve bow with a grip
that feels familiar.  The Sky 17” also
now accepts the Mathews ArrowWeb
T-Series bow quiver, a strong selling
point for anyone who already owns a
Mathews bow and quiver system.
They can shoot either bow and easily
swap the quiver back and forth.

An interesting side note that
chimes in with the Lancaster Archery
goal of growing the industry is a
recent alliance between Jim Belcher
(owner of Sky Archery & Belcher
Bows), Bob Morrison (owner of
Morrison Bows), and Bill Dunn
(owner of Zipper Bows). They’re
working together, sharing insights
and ideas for building better ILF
equipment.  The idea is that by coop-
erating with each other, they’ll cut the

learning curve
way back and
that will allow all
three companies
to bring better
products to mar-
ket much more
quickly than if
they tried to do it
all independent-
ly.  Instead of,
‘divide and con-
quer’ they’re sub-
scribing to a
‘strength in num-
bers’ strategy.

B e a r
Archery… for
those of us who
have been in the
industry long
enough, those
words bring to
mind the leg-
endary Fred Bear
and the golden
years of tradition-
al archery in the
United States.
Bear Archery is
making quite an impact in the pro
shops with their new compounds this
year, but what many folks may not
have heard about is their renewed
commitment to revive their rich tra-
ditional archery heritage by improv-
ing their existing bows, introducing
new bows, and honoring the man
who started it all, Fred Bear.  I dis-
cussed the new developments with
the man leading the traditional
charge at Bear Archery, Product
Manager Jason Pickerill. Like Bear
Archery as a whole, Jason is excited

about the traditional resurgence.  His
excitement is great to see and it’s easy
to believe that the spirit of Fred Bear
is alive at Bear Archery.

Jason and his team did it right,
they talked to everyone they could,
visited traditional dealers, and
attended various traditional shoots
asking for honest input and feedback.
They got it.  Jason shared with me
that, “The overall experience of going
to those shoots was priceless and a
little overwhelming when you realize
how passionate people are about
Bear Archery, it was like we were there
with family. I think we showed people
that we do care, that we are listening
and we are going to continue this
same focus every year moving for-
ward on our traditional line.”

When they were ready to rock
they turned to   Neil Byce, Jr. who had
previously worked as the head Bear
bowyer for 33 years, 11 of those as
Fred’s own master bowyer.  Byce
worked on the bows, worked with
the bowyers, and fine tuned the
equipment until they were all worthy
of the Bear Archery stamp of

About The Author
Todd Smith has been a tradi-

tional bowhunter for over 40 years.
After learning the art of handcraft-
ing wood arrows in Alaska from his
mentor John Dodge, he built
arrows professionally for several
years. In 2008, after a 19 year stint
with 3Rivers Archery, he made the
decision to help other businesses
grow and currently offers market-
ing services through his website
ToddSmithCo.com.

Todd Smith’s Traditional Focus
column in ArrowTrade is being
sponsored in part by Alaska
Bowhunting Supply.

This latest generation of Bear Archery traditional bows are a fit-
ting tribute to legendary bowhunter Fred Bear. Bear showcases
them in a separate traditional catalog this year.

This pocket sized taper tool from 3Rivers
Archery is handy for nock and point
tapers.
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approval.  It was happening.  
To get the word out they pro-

duced a new for 2011 Bear Archery
traditional only catalog and intro-
duced a beautiful new line of Bear
bows including; the 50 year
Anniversary Kodiak Magnum, the
Super Grizzly, a more reasonably
priced Fred Bear Take-Down, and a
hot new deflex-reflex longbow aptly
named the Ausable.  There’s much
more to the Bear Archery story for
2011 so visit their website for more
information.  You’ll be glad you did.

Another company entering the
traditional recurve bow market is
Alaska Bowhunting Supply.  Until
now, Alaska Bowhunting Supply has
been known as a manufacturer of full
length tapered carbon arrows, but
they’ve noticed a need for specific
traditional bows and they’re dedicat-
ed to supplying those needs.  Their
new Chilkoot one piece recurve will
debut in 2011 and by the time this
issue has gone to press, their long
anticipated Adcock longbow will
finally be in production.  The Adcock
is an all carbon high performance
longbow designed to cast heavy
arrows hard.  The final product has
only become possible through break-
throughs in materials and manufac-
turing techniques by world renowned
bow manufacturer Win & Win
Archery.  The Chilkoot is a different
concept altogether.  This bow is tar-
geting the more price conscious con-
sumer and offers clear glass, exotic
wood, and excellent performance in a
mid-range price point.  

Many traditional shooters will
end up shooting more modern and

technologically advanced recurves.
More will probably stick to the beau-
tiful classic wood laminated long-
bows and recurves, but there will
always be those who relish solid
wood self bows or at least, all-wood
bows.  Some days it just feels right to
go out with the kind of primitive
equipment that stirs us deep within.
Sure, the satisfaction of the hunt is
not defined by the equipment we use.
We get out of it what we want to.  Yet,
there is something magical about
stalking your game with an osage self
bow in your hand and a quiver full of
handmade wood arrows.  It’s an expe-
rience unlike any other.

There are quite a few archers who
enjoy making their own wood bows.
Suppliers can be found for the raw
materials, but dealers on the local
level have found it’s easier to sell pre-
laminated, floor tillered bow blanks
and the tools to work on them rather
than try to ship 1/4 splits of trees.  If
they want 1/4 splits, they’ll normally
outsource locally to save on shipping
costs.  One major supplier of wood
bow blanks and kits is Jim Boswell of
Rudderbows.  Jim ships throughout
the U.S and internationally. When
asked if his business was growing he
didn’t give specific numbers but men-
tioned that he’d recently increased his
work force and might possibly double
his production in 2011.  Rudderbows
has quite an offering including com-
ponents, adhesives, books, and a
how-to bow building DVD.

If you have customers interested
in building bamboo backed bows, get
them a copy of Hunting the Bamboo
Backed Bow by Dean Torges.  This
excellent DVD has been around for
years, but the infor-
mation is excellent
and timeless.  If you
watch it you’ll see that
Dean utilizes an
assortment of jigs and
tools that he created
in his shop.  Not
everyone is as talent-
ed as Dean, so
T h u n d e r v a l l e y
Archery has intro-
duced an entire line
of items that are Dean
Torges inspired and

endorsed.  The gluing
up of backed bows and
the tillering of bows is
much easier when you
have the right tools.
Thundervalley offers
all these timesavers; a
complete set of “tow-
ers”, used for setting
reflex and or forcing
deflex/reflex into a
bow, a neat little tiller-
ing aid called a “walkie
talkie” that helps the
bowyer see if the limbs
are bending evenly
along their length, a
bow template for lay-
ing out your bow on
your blank, and a “Z-
splice” jig for those
who need to join two
shorter billets together
to make them long
enough for a bow. If
you’ve got would-be
bowyers in your area,
consider offering these
bow building tools and
the DVD. They’re a
great combination

Three bladed
broadheads have been popular for
decades, but recently more and more
of them are hitting the market. There
are even several new models for wood
arrow shooters.  Last year, 3Rivers
Archery introduced their Woodsman
Elite line, and then Vantage Point

The all carbon Adcock
Longbow is for
bowhunters who prefer
heavier arrows like the
GrizzlyStiks.

For reflexing a self bow, or forcing deflex and reflex into a
laminated bow, the Torges Towers are hard to beat.
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Archery brought out their Terminator
line, followed by Kustom King and
their glue-on Trailmaker broadhead.
These latest three bladed broadheads
are all made from excellent steel;
expertly heat treated, and they’re
exceptionally sharp right out of the
package.  With the popularity of the
three blade heads so strong, you can
bet that this isn’t the last we’ve heard
from these guys.

Ask anyone in traditional circles
and they’ll tell you that feathers are
the only way to go on your arrows
whether you’re shooting wood, car-
bon, or aluminum.  They’re not
always easy to come by though and
for that reason there’s a new choice
now in the American market.  Tim
Cosgrove of Kustom King Archery has
exclusive distributorship of a new line
of feathers coming from Germany’s
Bearpaw Archery Products.
According to Tim these new feathers
have excellent bases, the colors are
vibrant, and the artificial barred
feathers are excellent.  The new feath-
ers will be available in an assortment
of shapes, sizes, and colors, in both
left and right wing.  Tim told me,
“We’re really excited about the quality
of these feathers.  The colors are great,
and the full length feathers are nice
and long.”  If you’re looking for feath-
ers, now you have another option.

If I could give an award for inno-
vation this year I’d have to give it to a
small item with huge potential, the
Arrow Rake from Sky Archery.  With
the cost of arrows these days, the
Arrow Rake pays for itself the first
time you or your customer finds a lost
arrow with it.  When you look at it you
wonder why it took so long for some-
one to come up with it.  You screw it in
to one of your arrows then rake the
grass or weeds where you last saw the
arrow until you find it.  It’s easy to
carry in a jacket pocket or pack so
you’ll always have one when you
need it.  If you have an outdoor range,
you might want to keep a couple
around for your customers to try.
They’re great on the 3-D range!

Tip: Display them on the counter
right by your cash register and you’ll
be surprised at how many impulse
sales you’ll see.  (Especially if you put
up a little sign about how easy it is to

find arrows and save
money with it.)

Even though many
traditional bow shoot-
ers use carbon arrows,
there are those who feel
that it’s wood or noth-
ing.  Yes, quite a few tra-
ditional bowhunters
still use wood arrows,
and if you’re going to
use wood arrows,
you’re going to need
some tools.  If an archer is planning to
use glue-on nocks and points, they
must have a taper tool.  A taper tool is
similar to an old fashioned pencil
sharpener; it cuts a special taper on
one end of the arrow for nocks and
one on the other end for points.
3Rivers Archery is manufacturing a
small plastic version called, The
Traditional Only Taper Tool.  They say
it cuts quick and accurate tapers on
your wooden shafts and with its small
size it is perfect for year-round arrow
building, or quick fixes in the field.
They’re available in all the popular
wood shaft sizes.

Have you ever found the perfect
quiver?  How many have you tried?
One of the best bow quivers I’ve ever
seen is now being marketed as the
Hunter Image Bow Quiver.  It’s a new
seven arrow bow quiver that’s strong,
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This “Best in Class” classic bolt-on bow
quiver is available from Hunter Image.

The Trailmaker three
blade broadhead is popular
with traditional shooters
for game of all sizes.
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light weight, ultra-quiet, and com-
pletely adjustable up and down, for-
ward and back.  The Hunter Image
Bow Quiver attaches solidly to the
riser, balances perfectly, and allows
instant access to a full day’s supply of
arrows. It’s hard to beat this quiver
with its high capacity, adjustability,
and rugged construction.  The Hunter
Image Bow Quiver fits any riser with
1/4” x 20, or 10-24 riser inserts
installed. Check with your distributor
for availability.

Traditional archery is like the uni-

verse, ever
expanding.  New
products are constantly being intro-
duced.  We’ve touched on just a few,
but for more information check out
the websites listed below, and look for
traditional ads in each issue of
ArrowTrade Magazine.  Remember,
especially if sales are slow… The tradi-
tional market is strong, and the out-
look is bright.  Have a great season!
Todd Smith

Here are some sources for more
information about products we

talked about in this column.
3RiversArchery.com
AlaskaBowhunting.com
BearArcheryProducts.com
GFredAsbell.com
KustomKingArchery.com
MorrisonBows.com
RudderBowsArchery.com
SkyArchery.com
ThunderValleyArchery.com
VPArchery.com
ZipperBows.com

For those who prefer three blade broadheads, Vantage Point
Archery offers an impressive selection.

The Arrow Rake from Sky Archery helps find lost arrows and it’s
destined to be a great seller.
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